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What is your name?

__________________________

What is your GJCL student identification number?

__________________________

What is your level of Latin?

- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5+

What is the name of your school?

__________________________

1. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITALIZED: anthropoPHAGY (1 point)
   - turn
   - clan
   - eat
   - nurture
   - none of the above

2. The word "epidemic" comes from the Greek word "ἐπιδήμιον," which means: (1 point)
   - From the people
   - In the household
   - Without cure
   - Creating contagion

3. An osteopath's specialty would involve (1 point)
   - emotions
   - stones
   - drugs
   - bones
4. The Greek word "ἦθος" means: (1 point)
   - Education
   - Character
   - Society
   - Nature

5. Which of the following words is derived from the Greek word for "small star"? (1 point)
   - astronomy
   - astronaut
   - astrology
   - asterisk

6. Demeter's name is connected to (1 point)
   - abundance
   - maternity
   - anger
   - soil

7. The word "politics" comes from the Greek word "polis," which means: (1 point)
   - Power
   - Law
   - Democracy
   - City

8. What is the Greek root meaning "life"? (1 point)
   - photo
   - zoe
   - bio
   - techno

9. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: par (1 point)
   - beside
   - equal
   - below
   - portion

10. Glossal describes something pertaining to (1 point)
    - literature
    - digestion
    - writing
    - the tongue

11. Someone displaying misocainea would have an aversion to (1 point)
    - large crowds
12. Euthenics is concerned with (1 point)
   - poverty
   - correct use of words
   - genes
   - the environment

13. Which English word comes from the Greek word for "fear"? (1 point)
   - empathy
   - therapy
   - psychosis
   - phobia

14. Which English word comes from the Greek word for "water"? (1 point)
   - aquarium
   - hydroponics
   - hydrate
   - aquatic

15. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: proBLEM (1 point)
   - throw
   - none of the above
   - ask
   - stain
   - mark

16. The word "idiosyncrasy" comes from the Greek words "idios" and "krasis," which mean: (1 point)
   - Unique and blend
   - Individual and mix
   - Strange and personality
   - Peculiar and temperament

17. A heliotrope would most likely be found in (1 point)
   - a garden
   - the sky
   - a church
   - a lab

18. predictive (1 point)
   - gnostic
   - cognizant
19. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: ido (1 point)
   ○ shape
   ○ eye
   ○ sign
   ○ blow

20. An encyclical would be most likely encountered by (1 point)
   ○ an electrician
   ○ a doctor
   ○ a bishop
   ○ a librarian

21. Euphony is most likely a concern for (1 point)
   ○ a teacher
   ○ a lawyer
   ○ a photographer
   ○ a poet

22. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: XERox (1 point)
   ○ same
   ○ none of these
   ○ dry
   ○ none
   ○ strange

23. A lexicographer would (1 point)
   ○ crack codes
   ○ write dictionaries
   ○ learn languages
   ○ interpret literature

24. Which of the following words is derived from the Greek word "ὕδωρ"? (1 point)
   ○ Hypothesis
   ○ Udine
   ○ Doricism
   ○ Hydrotherapy

25. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: pteroDACTYL (1 point)
   ○ none of the above
   ○ feather
   ○ finger
26. a disease transmitted from animals to humans (1 point)
   - zoophyte
   - zooxanthella
   - zoospore
   - zoonosis

27. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: pedIATRIC (1 point)
   - none of the above
   - gentle
   - disease
   - doctor
   - measure

28. The word "philosophy" comes from the Greek words "philo" and "sophia," which mean:
    (1 point)
   - Love of money
   - Love of power
   - Love of wisdom
   - Love of pleasure

29. death of tissue in a living body (1 point)
   - necrolatry
   - necrosis
   - necropsy
   - necrology

30. Which English word comes from the Greek word for "rule of the people"? (1 point)
   - democracy
   - oligarchy
   - monarchy
   - autocracy

31. the science of population statistics (1 point)
   - demotics
   - dermatology
   - demography
   - anthroplogy

32. Judging from his name, which of the following should be "obviously the best"? (1 point)
   - Aristarchos
   - Achilles
   - Plutarchos
33. Which of the following words is derived from the Greek word meaning "word"? (1 point)
   - Biography
   - Sociopath
   - Geometry
   - Psychology

34. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITALIZED: TYPology (1 point)
   - art
   - blow
   - letter
   - kind
   - none of the above

35. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITALIZED: ENTOMology (1 point)
   - crawl
   - learn
   - none of the above
   - swell
   - cut

36. What does the Greek root "tele" mean? (1 point)
   - far
   - fast
   - close
   - slow

37. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITALIZED: ALLEgorist (1 point)
   - image
   - other
   - every
   - none of the above
   - same

38. Ignorance or narrow-mindedness (1 point)
   - gnosticism
   - parochialism
   - ecclesiasticism
   - ecumenicalism

39. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: erg (1 point)
   - work
   - grow
40. Which of the following words is derived from the Greek word "Χρόνος"? (1 point)
   - Encyclopedia
   - Biopsy
   - Synchronize
   - Theology

41. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: glauk (1 point)
   - taste
   - divine
   - dark
   - gray

42. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: -od (1 point)
   - cycle
   - way
   - shape
   - like

43. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: APOgee (1 point)
   - none of the above
   - height
   - from
   - toward
   - win

44. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: PACHYderm (1 point)
   - fast
   - thick
   - hair
   - large
   - none of the above

45. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: cau (1 point)
   - burn
   - destroy
   - reason
   - swell

46. A person's patronymic comes from her/his (1 point)
   - fate
   - appearance
47. An embolus would most likely be found in (1 point)
   - a garden
   - an artery
   - the sky
   - a book

48. Select the meaning nearest to that of the Greek element CAPITOLIZED: LAity (1 point)
   - none of the above
   - common
   - aid
   - people
   - service

49. The Greek word "ἀπολογία" means: (1 point)
   - Explanation
   - Regret
   - Sorrow
   - Forgiveness

50. Choose the best meaning of the Greek root: dia (1 point)
   - through
   - against
   - two
   - line
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1. eat
2. From the people
3. bones
4. Character
5. asterisk
6. maternity
7. City
8. zoe
9. beside
10. the tongue
11. dogs
12. genes
13. phobia
14. hydrate
15. throw
16. Individual and mix
17. a garden
18. prognostic
19. eye
20. a bishop
21. a poet
22. dry
23. write dictionaries
24. Hydrotherapy
25. finger
26. zoonosis
27. doctor
28. Love of wisdom
29. necrosis
30. democracy
31. demography
32. Aristophanes
33. Psychology
34. kind
35. cut
36. far
37. other
38. parochialism
39. work
40. Synchronize
41. gray
42. way
43. from
44. thick
45. burn
46. father
47. an artery
48. people
49. Explanation
50. through